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Masaru founded Asian Ecotourism Network (AEN) to promote authentic
ecotourism in the region by creating a networking platform for ecotourism
fraternity. In 2018 Japan Alliance of Responsible Travel Agencies (JARTA)
was also created to enhance responsible tourism movement in Japan. Also
servin a number of key positions in the organizations both home and abroad.
Japan Tourism Agency sustainable tourism international standard committee
member, United Nations Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee Member of
10 YFP Sustainable Tourism Programme until earlyr this year. GSTC
authorized trainer, Green Destinations auditor/coach, Travelife auditor, etc.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/masaruecotourism/

Tourism to support local communities, culture & tradition
Tourism to support nature and biodiversity

Passing Island Culture and Values to the Next
Generation through Community-benefit Tourism
Drifting of younger population to the urban areas, depopulation, and high aging
society make it more difficult to sustain the mechanism to pass on the wisdom of
ancestors and tradition. Lack of interests and the absence of interpretative guides
that demonstrate the values on the ground has been a big issue. The beautiful
satoyama landscape is also being lost.
Shunyoso, a historic landmark residence registered as a Japan's national cultural
heritage, enjoyed support from a number of experts on traditional architecture and
sustainable tourism with the community engagement turned its architectural interests
and traditional rituals and performances into community-benefit tourism products. It
has also become a training center for demonstrating the sustainable energy and
rainwater utilization.
A lot of times, the satisfaction of community does not come from monetary gain,
but the feeling of security and sharing their wisdom and practices to the next
generations. How can tourism be responsibly practiced for the benefit of many is a
never ending journey.. Masaru will introduce how he practices to realize them.
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